Automatic.
Flexible.

Our Automatic Console Table
A-FLEX table
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HOMAG CENTATEQ

A-FLEX table

Automatically at the right place: The A-FLEX table
The A-FLEX table is the perfect combination of the console table and the automatic table. With the A-FLEX table, you
automatically set up the consoles and vacuum cups while remaining flexible and universal in use.
Thus, you are perfectly positioned for all requirements.

Floating instead of pushing
The vacuum cups move on an air cushion along the console.
Nozzles at the front and rear of each cup blow dust and chips off the
console for trouble-free placement and to help extend the life of the
system.

LED setup aid and vacuum cups with tracing valve
Put on the right vacuum cups – correctly oriented and in the right
order, always. The cups can be placed quickly and safely, assisted
by the LED display direct on the console. The vacuum cups are
available with an optional touch valve and can remain on the
machine even when they are not occupied.

All clamping devices available
The basis of the table is the proven 2-circuit vacuum system. Thus,
in addition to the automatically positionable elements, all standard
clamping devices can be used in manual operation.

safeScan safety technology
This machine includes a scanner for contact-free protection. After
start release, the table starts the cup setup independently when the
operator leaves the safety area.

HOMAG CENTATEQ

A-FLEX table

Usable on the following series

CENTATEQ P-210

CENTATEQ P/E-310

PC 87 slot assignment
Programming each vacuum cup manually? That‘s a thing of the past! The PC 87 slot assignment calculates the best vacuum
cup arrangement for the clamping devices available on the machine.
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Parking of vacuum cups and
consoles: Programmed cup setups
with a fixed sequence and alignment
of the clamping elements enable fully
automatic work. The vacuum cup
program is aligned accordingly, and
no vacuum cup has to be turned or
exchanged. Cups and consoles that
are not required are automatically
moved into the parking position.
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Asymmetrical table division:
Each console can be moved to the
other field in alternate operation.
Thus, large parts can be processed
on one side and small parts on the
other side on 2 or 3 consoles.
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Free number of vacuum cups
and combination with manual
clamping devices:
Up to 8 vacuum cups can be
positioned automatically, and any
number of others can be positioned
manually. This means that even thin
parts are held securely.
And automatically positioned and
manually set clamping devices can
be combined in one setup, with full
support from the LED display.
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